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Abstract 
 

Each cloud service has numerous owners and tenants, so it is necessary to construct a privacy 

preserving identity management and access control mechanism for cloud computing. On one 

hand, cloud service providers (CSP) depend on tenant’s identity information to enforce 

appropriate access control so that cloud resources are only accessed by the authorized tenants 

who are willing to pay. On the other hand, tenants wish to protect their personalized service 

access patterns, identity privacy information and accessing newfangled cloud services by 

on-demand ways within the scope of their permissions. There are many identity authentication 

and access control schemes to address these challenges to some degree, however, there are still 

some limitations. In this paper, we propose a new comprehensive approach, called Privacy 

pReserving Identity and Access Management scheme, referred to as PRIAM, which is able to 

satisfy all the desirable security requirements in cloud computing. The main contributions of 

the proposed PRIAM scheme are threefold. First, it leverages blind signature and hash chain to 

protect tenant’s identity privacy and implement secure mutual authentication. Second, it 

employs the service-level agreements to provide flexible and on-demand access control for 

both tenants and cloud services. Third, it makes use of the BAN logic to formally verify the 

correctness of the proposed protocols. As a result, our proposed PRIAM scheme is suitable to 

cloud computing thanks to its simplicity, correctness, low overhead, and efficiency. 
 

 

Keywords: Privacy preserving, identity authentication, on-demand access control, cloud 

security, service-level agreement 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is a new service delivery paradigm, which provides a huge virtualization  

service platform for large numbers of tenants by leveraging existing approaches and 

computing paradigms, such as distributed computing, grid computing, service-oriented 

architecture, and information system infrastructures consisting of comprehensive pools of 

computers, mobile terminals, networks, applications and storage resources [1]. 

Rather than purchasing physical infrastructures and devices, tenants can save a lot of money 

by leasing these shared resources from CSP(e.g. Microsoft, CloudSafe, IBM, Amazon, Google, 

Salesforce.com, GoGrid, Box.net, etc.) in the way of pay on-demand. On the other hand, CSP 

is able to implement economies of scale, workloads balance, and reduce of resource 

consumption per tenant by sharing the shared infrastructures and devices among those 

larger number of tenants. It also allows tenants to outsource their own data to cloud datacenter 

as casually as possible. Furthermore, cloud computing is able to provide flexible, efficient, and 

great reliability cloud services for remote tenants with on-demand access ways in anytime 

from anywhere [2].   

There are a lot of above advantages for cloud computing, however, without appropriate 

privacy protection and security solutions, it is difficult to reflect those potential advantages, 

which may even become a disaster for both tenants and CSP [3]. Several privacy and security 

challenges in cloud computing demonstrate that the identity and access management (IAM) 

issues (e.g., issues related to tenants identity and credential management, issues related to 

tenants and cloud service authentication, issues related to data verification, integrity, and 

confidentiality etc.) are the primary concerns in cloud computing [1] [4]. 

IAM consists of identity authentication and access control, which are two prime security 

services for cloud computing, and have been regarded as two of the top seven cloud security 

threats [5]. Identity authentication is the basis of access control and provides assurance to 

system about the entity’s (e.g., tenants, services) identity without leaking any privacy. Access 

control scheme can help system to decide whether to permit the entity to acess a service or not. 

The distinctive properties of diverse cloud services and multi-tenant generate some new 

security challenges for identity authentication and access control in cloud computing. 

Therefore, in the following subsection, we firstly outline the IAM seurity requirements in 

cloud computing. 

1.1 IAM Security Requirements in Cloud Computing 

Based on the above analysis, the proposed PRIAM scheme should satisfy the desirable IAM 

security requirements, which can be highlighted as follows. 

(1) Multi-tenant identity privacy: It is a feature unique to cloud computing, where a well 

tenants identity privacy preserving mechanism is necessary when using a shared infrastructure 

or service. Any entity in system except the auditor server (AS) has no capability to trace the 

real identity of the authenticated tenant. Thus, the tenant’s identity privacy information needs 

to be protected throughout the overall accessing processes of cloud service. 

(2) Outsourcing data security and mutual authentication: Cloud service provides access to 

outsourcing data and data security, but the challenge is to essure that only authorized tenants or 

other entities can obtain access to it [1]. Therefore, messages interacted between the tenants 

and CSP to gain access permissions need to be authenticated and provided with the protection 
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of integrity and authenticity. The tenants require to authenticate CSP to acquire the desired 

cloud services rather than potentially malicious services. Likewise, CSP must authenticate the 

tenants to provide data security and prevent service abuse.  

(3) Service-level agreements: Both the on-demand service and the on-demand access 

control necessitate the use of well-defined service-level agreements (SLA), which is a service 

contract defined the level of cloud service between tenants and CSP. SLA is necessary for CSP 

to control the classification and use of cloud resources in cloud computing. Likewise, tenant 

also requires SLA to obtain more ideal cloud services, responsibilities, priorities, and 

warranties. 

(4) On-demand access control: Diversity of cloud services and diverse access requirements 

demand on-demand access control services, which should be flexible enough to capture 

context, credential- or attribute-based access requirements and compatible with SLA [6]. 

Tenants require enjoying more high-quality cloud services as they subscribed from CSP based 

on SLA, their attributes, security levels, and economic capability, etc. Moreover, CSP should 

satisfy the on-demanded access requirements for the tenants with the corresponding SLA, 

meanwhile, provide appropriate access control to the tenants. 

(5) Unlinkability: None of entities in system except AS is able to link any different sessions 

or transactions to a particular tenant, or link two different sessions or transactions to the same 

tenant. It is especially important in cloud computing because of its powerful calculation and 

reasoning ability. 

(6) Accounting: The billing model of cloud services demands appropriate accounting of 

tenants and service activities. Tenants are able to access desired cloud services by using some 

denomination tokens, and the system should prevent the double spending or no consumption 

deduction problem without leaking any privacy information of tenants. 

(7) Scalability: The system should allow numerous tenants and CSP to join in and exit 

voluntarily, and also allow the services to join in or exit without lowering efficiency. 

1.2 Our Contributions 

Inspired from the recent development of cloud computing and the above security 

requirements, in this paper, we make a comprehensive consideration about the identity 

authentication and access control, which is beneficial to the consistency and compatibility for 

designing protocols and scheme, meanwhile, provides security assurance for identity privacy 

in cloud computing. And on this basis, we propose a privacy preserving identity and access 

management (PRIAM) scheme in cloud computing. Our proposed PRIAM scheme is able to 

satisfy all the seven desirable security requirements for IAM, and is a first comprehensive 

framework in cloud computing to the best of our knowledge.  

In our proposed PRIAM scheme, the registration server (RS) issues only one credential 

chain to each tenant no matter how many cloud services the tenant attempts to subscribe. After 

registration, the tenant may purchase some tokens from CSP. Then, the tenant is able to obtain 

the pre-authorization by passing the mutual authentication phrase between the tenant and a 

policy decision point (PDP). Hence, a secure channel is established between the tenant and 

CSP. Finally, PDP grants appropriate permissions to the tenant with SLA according to the 

relevant attributes extracting from the tenant’s access request messages and a token. Upon 

receiving the permissions from PDP, the tenant can access the cloud services in an on-demand 

way. 

The novelties of our PRIAM scheme stems from the two cryptographic primitives: Blind 

signature [7] and Hash chain [8]. Blind signature can hide the tenant’s identity and attribute 
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information to protect the tenant’s privacy and provide the property of unlinkability. Hash 

chain can provide a series of credentials to one tenant only need RS to issue once, so the 

efficiency is greatly improved compared with existing schemes. Furthermore, another novelty 

of our proposed PRIAM scheme lies in employing SLA to provide on-demanded resource 

access for the authorized tenants. In addition, our proposed PRIAM scheme also satisfies all 

the other IAM security requirements aforementioned, such as accounting and scalability. The 

last highlight of our proposed PRIAM is using the BAN logic [9] to formally verify the 

correctness of our proposed protocols. 

The idea of using blind signature, hash chain, SLA and the BAN logic to construct our 

proposed PRIAM scheme lies in its concept-simplicity, acceptable key management costs and 

computation overheads, high efficiency and correctness. Therefore, we believe our proposed 

PRIAM scheme is appropriate for cloud computing nowadays. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  In Section 2, we review the previous works 

on identity authentication and access control in cloud computing. Section 3 presents the 

system models, assumptions and cryptography primitives. In Section 4, we elaborate the 

PRIAM scheme, and give the concrete steps of the five protocols in the PRIAM scheme. We 

use the BAN logic to formally verify the correctness of the PRIAM scheme in Section 5. And 

in section 6, we present the security-related requirement analysis and performance analysis of 

the PRIAM scheme. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7. 

2. Related Works and Limitations 

The study of identity privacy and access security is essential and has obtained the great interest 

from academic community recently. Quite a few literatures have been published to address 

those challenges in diverse application environments, some of them related to our work are 

classified into three types and briefly reviewed in this section. 

  Identity authentication and privacy. Lin et al. [10] leveraged an evidence-token approach to 

manage identity authentication without a trusted authority and proposed an efficient 

cooperative authentication scheme to protect vehicle privacy for VANETs. Lu et al. [11] 

proposed an efficient and privacy-preserving aggregation scheme, and in [12], a dynamic 

privacy-preserving key management scheme is proposed to protect vehicle user’s privacy. Zhu 

et al. [13] proposed a secure and privacy-preserving authentication scheme to support secure 

communications and anonymous authentication. However,  above schemes are mainly applies 

to VANETs. In cloud computing, Bertino et al. [3] proposed an identity management system 

to achieve user authentication to a CSP, but has a risk of disclosing the “master secret key” and 

the tenant’s privacy information. Angin et al. [14] proposed an entity-centric identity 

management system which supports the management of entities multiple digital identities in 

cloud computing. Another work about protecting personally identifiable information (PII) was 

proposed by Chen et al. [15] [16]. A novel framework was presented by using data mining tool 

(decision tree) to forecast information asset from PII database and determine an appropriate 

security level for protecting the tenant’s PII. Yang et al. [17] combined batch verification with 

identity-based signature to propose an efficient broadcast authentication scheme. Ranchal et al. 

[18] used the predicates over encrypted data and multi-party computing to propose an 

approach for identity management without trusted third party. Li et al. [19] proposed a user 

authentication and key agreement scheme, which can achieve usr anonymity for hiding login 

user’s real identity and keep the efficiency and security. Recently, Chow et al. [5] proposed the 

SPICE scheme for digital identity management system that can satisfy unlinkability, 
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delegatable authentication, and other properties in cloud computing. However, the above 

methods mainly meet requirements identity authentication and privacy protection. It is far 

away to say that they are the desirable schemes as they always leave some unsatisfied 

properties.  

Access control in cloud computing. Another research hotspot about access control in cloud 

computing is using a well known cryptographic primitive, such as multilevel security  and 

attribute based encryption (ABE). Xiong et al. [20] combined the multilevel securiy with 

action-based access control to propose an action-based multilevel access control scheme in 

cloud computing. Wang et al. [21] and Liu et al. [22] proposed a hierarchical attribute-based 

encryption scheme for fine-grained access control in cloud computing. In [23], Liu et al. 

proposed a weighted attribute based encryption scheme with ciphertext policy to protect data 

confidential and access security. Another ABE-based access control schemes [24-27], tenants 

have a set of attributes, and the encrypted data in cloud has associated to access policies. Only 

tenants with attribute set matching the access policy can decrypt and access the requested data. 

However, the object which above schemes protected is mainly on data, not cloud services, e.g. 

resources, infrastructures, platforms, interfaces, etc. Almutairi et al. [28] proposed a novel 

distributed access control architecture, which combines the principles of software engineering 

and security management to address security issues in cloud computing. Lu et al. [29] 

combined attribute-based access control with privacy-preserving scalar product computation 

to propose an efficient user-centric privacy access control scheme, and in [30], Lin et al. 

proposed a strong privacy-preserving scheme, but the two schemes are used in eHealth 

systems. From the above descriptions, existing privacy-preserving access control schemes do 

not support authentication, and are not sufficient to satisfy all the security properties 

aforementioned in cloud computing. 

Privacy-preserving authentication and access control. Ren et al. [31] proposed a novel 

privacy preserving  authentication and access control scheme, which integrates blind signature 

and hash chain to establish a mutual authentication, key establishment protocol, and 

differentiated service access control. However, in [32], Li et al. demonstrated that Ren et al. 

scheme is vulnerable to service abuse attacks, and proposed a security improvement scheme to  

enhance the performance of user operational phase. Tan et al. [33] used partially blind 

signature [34] with a trusted third party to propose a lightweight conditional privacy- 

preserving authentication and access control scheme, which provides mutual authentication, 

accountability and differentiated access control. But above schemes mainly suitable for 

pervasive computing environments. In cloud computing, Ruj et al. [35] used attribute based 

signature [36] to implement authenticity and identity privacy, and proposed a new privacy 

preserving authenticated access control scheme, which is decentralized and robust, prevents 

replay attacks, and has acceptable overheads. However, Ruj et al. scheme is also vulnerable to 

service abuse attacks, and does not support on-demand access control with SLA in cloud 

computing. 

Up to now, there is no scheme that can satisfy the desirable IAM security requirements in an 

efficient yet cryptographically secure manner. Motivated by the above works and based on our 

previous work [37], in PRIAM scheme, we leverage blind signature, hash chain, the SLA and 

the BAN logic to establish and formally verify the protocols of the registration, token 

withdrawal, mutual authentication, pre-authorization, and on-demand access control to 

provide all the security properties for identity privacy and access control in cloud computing. 

As a result, our proposed PRIAM scheme is suitable to cloud computing because of its 

simplicity, correctness, low overhead, and efficiency. 
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3. Models and Primitives 

3.1 System Model 

A sample system instance of a cloud computing environment is shown in Fig. 1. Generally, a 

cloud computing environment is composed of three types of entities, namely tenants, cloud 

services, and IAM servers (executing identity and access control policy) respectively, besides, 

there also have the underlying wired and wireless networks, communications, and system 

infrastructures. In cloud computing, a tenant may have many different approaches to access 

various types of cloud services. 

Cloud services

IAM

IAM

Gigabit EthernetGigabit Ethernet

LANLANTenants

Tenants
Tenants

Tenants

 
Fig. 1. A sample system of a cloud computing 

In our system model, we consider six kinds of entities, namely tenants U, cloud service 

providers CSP, registration servers RS, auditor servers AS, authentication and policy decision 

point PDP with a back-end access control policy repository, and cloud services policy 

enforcement point PEP respectively. RS, AS, PDP, and PEP constitute the identity and access 

management services in cloud computing. Fig. 2 shows the system model of our proposed 

PRIAM scheme. 

(1) U is able to access different authorized cloud services anytime anywhere with some 

resource-limited terminal devices via wired or wireless networks. After a tenant U subscribes a 

cloud service with an identifier SID, U accesses the service with SID via any nearby PEP.  

(2) RS takes charge of the registrations of all U and cloud services. That is to say, if a new 

type of cloud service in CSP requests to join the system, RS will add it, otherwise, RS will 

remove it from the system. 

(3) PEP receives a cloud service request from U and forwards it to PDP. After receiving a 

access grant from PDP, PEP allows U to access the required service within access permissions. 

Otherwise, PEP rejects U’s access request. PEP also acts as a cloud service access point. 

(4) PDP firstly authenticates U in terms of the cloud service request. PDP decides whether 

or not to authorize U based on the description of U’s attributes along with SLA and issues a 

final decision to PEP. 

(5) CSP is responsible for providing the authorized U with cloud service data. If CSP 

develops a new type of cloud service, it needs to join the system and sends the join request to 
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RS. Different tenants can access multiple services in the same CSP through various distributed 

PEP. 

(6) AS is an online trusted third party server, which is used for the collections of all session 

records, including registrations, access requests, authentications, access decisions, 

authorizations, etc. 
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Fig.2. System model of the PRIAM scheme 

The main purpose of our proposed PRIAM scheme is to provide tenant’s privacy protection 

and anonymous mutual authentication between U and PDP or CSP. It also provides 

on-demanded access to cloud services for the tenants in cloud services. 

3.2 Security Model 

PRIAM scheme just considers honest but curious cloud servers (e.g. RS, AS, CSP, PDP, and 

PEP) as the same in [26] does. That is, all the servers will follow PRIAM scheme in general, 

but attempt to seek more privacy information in terms of their inputs. We assume that these 

servers are more concerned with tenant’s identity and access permission information than 

others. Furthermore, tenants in cloud computing would try to access cloud services either 

within or outside the scope of their own permissions, and unauthorized tenants may work 

independently or cooperatively in order to obtain the access permissions. In our security model, 

we assume that all the communication channels between PEP and the tenants are open and 

insecure, and all the other communication channels in the system are secure through certain 

methods (e.g. SSL, or IPsec) [33], these discussions are out of our scope and not included in 

this paper. 

3.3 Cryptographic Primitives 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is based on two cryptographic techniques, namely blind 

signature and hash chain. A brief review of these two techniques is provided as follows. 

3.3.1 Blind Signature 

The blind signature scheme is a special digital signature scheme to protect the privacy of 

actual message and tenant, in which the content of a message is disguised from its signer [7]. 

Actually, blind signature is an interact protocol between tenant and signer. When a tenant 
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wants a signer to sign a message m, she first “blinds” the message m to 'm  by introducing a 

random “blinding factor” k, then sends the blinded message 'm  to the signer. The signer signs 

the blinded message 'm  and gets the signature 's , and then forwards the 's  back to the 

corresponding tenant. Finally, the tenant “unblinds” the signature 's  to the signature s, which 

is the blind signature of the original massage m.  

Generally speaking, blind signature schemes can be implemented based on two well known 

digital signature schemes, the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) scheme and discrete logarithm 

scheme [7]. In addition to all the properties of digital signature, the blind signature scheme 

also satisfies the other two properties. The one is blind or anonymity, that is the signer did not 

know the concrete information of the signed message. The other is unlinkability or 

untraceability, which prevents the signer from linking a blinded message he signed to the 

unblinded message, the signer also did not know when he signed the message and who he 

signed to. These can be very important in cloud service applications or environments where 

privacy and sensitive information need to be protected. 

3.3.2 Hash Chain 

One-way hash function ( )H m  is a very useful and computationally efficient cryptographic 

function, which acts on a message of arbitrary size as its input and outputs a fixed size hash 

value ( )h H m . One-way hash function possesses some properties as follows [38]. ①  Given 

a message m, it is very easy to compute h. ② Given the output h, it is computationally 

infeasible to derive the original message m. ③ Given a message m, it is very hard to find 

another message 'm  satisfying ( ) ( ')H m H m .  

By applying one-way hash function ( )H m  repeatedly on an initial message m, we can get a 

hash chain of outputs ( )iH m . The reverse order of these outputs can be used for the purpose 

of authentication. The hash value 1( )iH m  can be proven to be true if ( )iH m  has been proven 

to be true because of the one-wayness property of hash function [31]. Hash chain was first 

proposed by Lamport [8], which is used in an authentication scheme. Recently, Ren et al. 

adopted a hash chain technique for efficient privacy preserving authentication in pervasive 

computing environments [31]. 

4 Our proposed PRIAM Scheme 

In this section, we present our proposed privacy preserving identity authentication and 

on-demand access control scheme (PRIAM) for cloud computing. For simplicity, we assume 

that tenants can control the source addresses of the outgoing medium access control frames. 

This is a prerequisite for general anonymous communication system. Otherwise, the tenant 

can be identified by the MAC address. Refer to He et al. [39] for detailed techniques which are 

out of scope of this paper [33]. The notations and their descriptions to be used in our scheme 

are shown in Table 1. 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is composed of five phases: registration phase, token 

withdrawal phase, tenant pre-authorization phase, on-demand access control phase, and token 

spending phase. The descriptions of each phase are discussed in the following subsections. 

4.1 Registration Phase  

A tenant U firstly registers at a nearby RS when U wants to login the system. After finishing 
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the registration, U will obtain an authorized credential from RS. The authorized credential, 

then, is able to be used in the following token withdrawal phase and mutual authentication 

phase between U and PDP when U attempts to access a desired cloud service. 

Table 1. Notations and descriptions 

Notations Descriptions 

APriK  Private key of an entity A 

APubK  Public key of an entity A 

K  Symmetric key  

( )
APriKSign m  Signing message m using private key 

APriK  

( )H m  Secure one-way hash function on m 

iM  The ith receipt from CSP 

it  Temporary identity   

( )
APubKEnc m  Encrypt message m using public key

APubK  

( )
APriKDec m  Decrypt message m using private key 

APriK  

( )KEn m  Encrypt message m using symmetric key K  

( )Cert U  The certificate of U’s public key 

 Transmission through an insecure channel 

  Transmission by a secure channel 

The registration phase is shown in Fig. 3. 

U

1 Choose a service SID

2 Generate two nonces: 1 2,U Ur r

  Calculate: nC

3 Blind:
UC

, ( )UC Cert U

4 Validate: ( ), UCert U C

5 Sign: **

6 Check the validity of: *

   Unblind:

   The credential is : ,nC  

RS

 
Fig. 3. Registration phase 

This phase is described as follows: 

Step R1. A tenant U firstly chooses a desired cloud service SID, and signs it with one’s 

private key UPriK  to get ( )
UPriKS Sign SID .  

Step R2. U randomly generates two fresh nonces 1Ur  and 2Ur . Then, U calculates the 

credential chain 2( , , )n n

UC H S U r .  

Step R3. U blinds nC  by using 1Ur  to calculate 1( )
RS

n

U PubK UC C Enc r  , then sends UC  and a 

certificate ( )Cert U  to RS. 
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Step R4. RS validates ( )Cert U  and confirms whether 
UC  is correct, which is able to prevent 

the message-substitution attack of malicious attackers. 

Step R5. RS signs 
UC  as * ( )

RSU PriKSign C   and sends *  to U. 

Step R6. U checks * , unblinds *  to 1

1 * ( )
RS

n

U PriKr Sign C    , and confirms the 

authenticity of   by verifying nC  is or not equate to ( )
RSPubKDec  . If equal, U obtains a 

credential ,nC   .  

Note that, the tenant identity U in 
UC  is not revealed to RS because it is protected by the 

fresh nonce 
1Ur  in blind signature. Our proposed PRIAM scheme also allows role registration 

where a role represents a group of tenants with some similar properties, then, RS issues role 

credential to all corresponding tenants. It will reduce management cost and enhance efficient 

greatly. 

After registration, the tenant requires pay fee to pre-purchase some tokens for many 

different kinds of cloud services from CSP, tenants are able to access cloud services using 

token after mutual authentication between the tenants and PDP. Next, we describe the token 

withdrawal phase. 

4.2 Token Withdrawal Phase 

A tenant needs to pre-purchase some tokens from CSP via PEP to access the desired cloud 

services. Each token in our scheme contains a payment identity 
IDiP  with  -bit integer and the 

CSP’s signature on it, where   is a system parameter. Tokens withdrawal phase is in the 

following way as shown in Fig. 4. 

U

3 pay fee to CSP, obtain: 

1 2,U Ur r

7 Sign:

8 Decrypt:

   The token is :

PEP CSP

1 Choose SID , ( )SID Cert U
access request

2 Validate: ( )Cert U

    Check: token?  token?

4 Generate two nonces:

IDiP

   Calculate:    and blind it to:T *T

P

5 Decrypt: P ( *, )IDiT P

6 Validate: *T
   Sign:

*
*

DD

D
   Calculate: 

,T  

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Token withdrawal 

This phase is described as follows: 

Step T1. A tenant U wants to access a service SID, and sends an access request containing 

SID and ( )Cert U  to PEP.  

Step T2. PEP validates ( )Cert U  and checks U’s token. If U has not submitted a token, then, 

PEP will give a reply to U and ask U to submit a token. 

Step T3. U pays fee to CSP via PEP to purchase the corresponding service. Then, CSP gives 
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IDiP  to U.  

Step T4. U randomly generates two fresh nonces 
1Ur  and 

2Ur , calculates hash value 

1( , , )IDi UT H P U r , and blinds it as 2* ( )
SIDPubK UT T Enc r  . Finally, U calculates 

( *, )
PEPPubK IDiP Enc T P  and sends P to PEP. 

Step T5. PEP obtains P and decrypts it with 
PEPPriK  and sends ( *, )IDiT P  to CSP. 

Step T6. CSP receives ( *, )IDiT P , validates *T , and signs it as * ( *)
SIDPriKEnc T   and 

forwards *  to PEP. 

Step T7. PEP obtains * , signs it as ( *)
PEPPriKD Enc   and sends it to U. 

Step T8. U receives D, decrypts it to * , and calculates 1

2 * ( )
SIDU PriKr Enc T    , 

which is CSP’s signature on T. Finally, U records ,T    as a token. 

As a result of the blinding factor 
2Ur , PEP and CSP cannot deduce T  and   from * . That 

is to say, given a token ,T   , PEP and CSP doesn’t link it to U. Each token corresponds to 

a monetary value and can be used to purchase a certain amount of service data. We can get 

multi-denomination tokens if CSP uses different public and private key pairs for each kind of 

denomination. For simplicity, we focus mainly on single-denomination tokens in this paper. 

4.3 Tenant Pre-authorization Phase 

The target of this phase is to establish both a mutual authentication and a secure channel 

between the tenant and PDP or CSP by negotiating a session key based on the credentials and 

tokens. A tenant uses this session key to access authorized service SID in cloud computing 

without revealing any information about identity, except for the type of the subscribed service. 

Conceptually, the tenant pre-authorization phase works as follows.  

A tenant U first sends an access request to PEP, which contains a service type SID with 

accessing capability claim, an authorized credential from RS, and a token corresponding to 

SID. PEP transforms this message into XACML request format and then forwards this 

XACML request message to PDP. PDP decrypts and validates the authenticity of the 

credential and the token when it receives the forwarded XACML request message. If the 

results hold, PDP ascertains that U indeed has the capability to access the claimed service SID 

although it doesn’t know who the tenant is. PDP then, replies to PEP with an XACML 

acknowledgement with accept message containing its signature used to mutual authentication. 

We know that there is a secure channel between PEP and PDP from the security models 

aforementioned, so that PEP is able to securely obtain the reply secret messages from PDP. 

Note that these processes are transparent to U. Upon receiving the secret message from PDP, 

PEP randomly generates a fresh nonce and computes two fresh session keys, one for 

encryption key, the other for integrity key. Then, PEP encrypts the secret message with the 

encryption key and finally replies to U with the access acknowledgement. And now, U 

computes two session keys in the same manner and decrypts the access acknowledgement 

message from PEP with the shared encryption key, and then, U authenticates PDP. If the 

result holds, U ascertains that PDP is valid and the service is legal. These processes constitute 

the mutual authentication phase between U and PDP, and now both parties share the same two 

fresh session keys, and the secure channel between U and CSP has been established. 

The concrete steps of the tenant pre-authorization protocol are shown in Fig. 5.  

Step A1. We firstly introduce a receipt 
iM  to prevent abuse attack [32]. For 

iM , U needs to 
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be paid using the token for the required services from CSP, and CSP will release a unique 

receipt number 
iM  to the paid tenant U, and U must keep 

iM  secret and  randomly generates a 

fresh nonce 
Ur .  

U PEP PDP

   Generate a nonce:

access request 3 Decrypt:

  Decrypt:    3c

Ur

2 Encrypt: 1c

   Encrypt: 2c 2c

XACML request

1( , , )c SID token

   Decrypt:
4 Extract: ,SID token

1c

   Verify: , ,i

iM C token
   Mark     : non-fresh    

iM
Record: ,i it C 
Compute:h,Ur h 

XACML acknowledgement
5 Generate a nonces:

Pr
Compute:

UPK 'UPK
Encrypt:

3c
3,Pr c 

access acknowledgement
6 Compute:

UPK

   Compute:
authentication 

acknowledgement 

authentication 

acknowledgement 

 

 

 

1 Obtain :
iM

2c

'UPK

 
Fig. 5. Pre-authorization protocol 

 

Step A2. U encrypts ..,
it ,

Ur , iC and nC  to 1 ( , , , , )
PDP

i n

PubK i i Uc Enc M t r C C , that is used for the 

purpose of authentication. Meanwhile, U keeps the secret of iC , 
Ur , and 

iM . When the 

authorized credential chain is used for the first time, the process was described in [31], where 

it  is a temporary identity used to enhance the efficiency of the tenant pre-authorization phase. 

Then, U encrypts 
1c ,  SID, and token to 2 1( , , )

PEPPubKc Enc c SID token , and forwards 
2c  to a 

nearby PEP. 

Step A3. PEP decrypts 2c  and transforms 1c , SID, and token to XACML request, and sends 

it to PDP through a secure channel, which we assumed in our system security models. 

Step A4. PDP receives the XACML request, extracts SID and token, decrypts 
1c , and 

verifies the validity of iM , iC , and token. If the verifying is passed, PDP marks iM  non-fresh, 

records the tuple , i

it C  , which will be used in next round for reducing search time. 

Furthermore, PDP calculates the hash value ( , , )i n

Uh H r C C . Finally, PDP forwards ,Ur h   

to PEP through the secure channel. 

Step A5. PEP randomly generates a fresh nonce Pr  after obtaining ,Ur h  , and calculates 

two session keys ( , , ,0)UP P UK H h r r  and ' ( , , ,1)UP P UK H h r r , which are used for encryption 

and integrity verification respectively. And then, PEP encrypts h  and 
Pr  with 

UPK  to 

3 ( , )
UPK Pc En h r ,  and sends 

3,Pr c   to U. 

Step A6. Upon obtaining 3,Pr c  , U gets Pr  and calculates ( , , ,0)UP P UK H h r r , then 

decrypts 3c  with UPK . Next, U takes apart the plaintext of 3c  into 'h  and 'Pr , and checks 

whether ' ( , , )i n

Uh H r C C  and 'P Pr r . If both results are correct, U confirms that PDP is legal, 
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and that SID is credible. Finally, U calculatetes the integrity verification session key 

' ( , , ,1)UP P UK H h r r  and forwards a mutual authentication acknowledgement to PEP. 

Therefore, U has two shared session keys, which are the same as in PEP.  

Step A7. PEP receives the acknowledgement message and simply forwards to PDP.  PDP 

validates this message, if the result is accept, this is concluded the mutual authentication.  

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is able to resist against abuse attack. As described in Fig. 5, 

an adversary does not have a valid 
iM  and correct 

1c , thus, the adversary cannot pass PDP’s 

verification of 
iM , and also cannot get the rightful 

3c . Furthermore, each 
iM  is permitted to 

use only once and it is encrypted in 
1c . Only PDP can decrypt 

1c  and after that, 
iM  would be 

marked as non-fresh value and can no longer be used. Therefore, we can resist against abuse 

attack as the same as it was described in [32]. 

A secure channel between U and CSP is established by finishing the mutual authentication 

processes. Now U obtains pre-authorization, but still can not obtain the real access 

permissions. Next, we describe the phase of granting access permissions. 

4.4 On-Demand Access Phase 

The target of this phase is that a tenant can access the desirable services on-demand with the 

valid token. CSP provides different services about the same SID to the tenants, and grants the 

tenants appropriate access permissions in terms of their attributes, tokens, and authorized 

credentials. Furthermore, the tenants may subscribe the services in an on-demand way 

according to their financial resources and application within their scope of authority.  

Our proposed PRIAM scheme relies on SLA to implement on-demand access control. SLA 

implements attribute mapping, isolation constraints for cloud services and resource sharing to 

resist against side-channel attacks [28]. Attribute mapping is a function that each attribute set 

is maped to some recommended cloud services for tenants to select. Meanwhile, SLA provides 

a virtualized view of cloud services at the levels for which SLA is negotiated. Besides the 

advantages mentioned above, SLA usually contains quality-of-service (QoS) parameters and 

auditing functions to enhance the effective and efficient of our proposed PRIAM scheme. The 

on-demand access authorization processes are shown in Fig. 6. 

PEP
Attribute

information

Attribute

extractor

Attribute

mapper

PDP
AC policy

repository

XACML

RequestXACML

Authorization

Decision

Authorization

Access request

Service-Level Agreement
 

Fig. 6. SLA-oriented on-demand access control 

Step O1. PEP receives an access request from a tenant, transforms it into XACML request, 

and sends the XACML request along with attribute information to PDP. 

Step O2. Once the request is received, PDP uses the attribute extractor to extract attribute 
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set 
iAttribute , and uses the attribute mapper to map 

iAttribute  to cloud services with suitable 

service-level.  

Step O3. PDP checks whether 
iAttribute  and security level 

iSecLev  [40] along with the 

token remaining balance 
iToken  matching SLA and access control policies. Our proposed 

PRIAM scheme adopts attribute based access control [27] mechanism, and the access control 

policies are stored in the policy repository in PDP. If matching result is correct, PDP assigns 

corresponding access permissions with the “least privilege principle”, tranforms it into 

XACML authorization decision and returns this decision back to PEP.  

Step O4. PEP encrypts this decision with the shared encryption key and sends it to the 

tenant through a insecure channel. After decrypting the ciphertext and obtaining the access 

permissions, the tenant can safely enjoy the authorized cloud service SID in a 

pay-buy-the-hour or an on-demand way in cloud computing. 

4.5 Tokens Spend Phase 

The token spend phase is comparative simple. In step A4, PDP checks a token ,T    after 

receiving the access request message, the check must be successful for a authentic token 

,T    due to ( )
SIDPriKEnc T  , PDP is able to validate   using the public key of SID and 

confirm 
IDiP  because it was issued by CSP. Furthermore, PDP can also know the remaining 

balance of the token by checking the receipt M formed the “eligible paid tenants list”. If both 

the validate results are correct, PDP will use the token to grant the access permissions to the 

tenant U in the on-demand access phase. U can access appropriate amount of requested cloud 

services in an on-demand way or pay-buy-the-hour model depending on the remaining balance 

of the token. PDP doesn’t get any useful information about the tenant’s identity form T  

because of the capability of blind signature. Meanwhile, PDP cannot link to U and doesn’t 

know who requested the cloud service. Therefore, the tenant’s identity privacy is well 

protected. 

5 Correctness Verification of Our PRIAM Scheme 

In this section, we formally verify the correctness of our pre-authorization protocal in our 

proposed PRIAM scheme based on the BAN logic [9]. BAN logic is a formal logic based on 

belief, which is widely used to formally reason about authentication and secueity protocols. 

The correctness of our protocol means that, after executing the tenant pre-authorization 

protocol, both U and PEP  not only ascertain that they own the same fresh session key, but also 

assure that they achieve the same belief.  

In our pre-authorization protocol, there is a secure communication channel between PEP 

and PDP that is assumed in our system security model, thus, both PEP and PDP trust the 

integrity and authenticity of the messages exchanged between them. Therefore, for simplicity, 

we transfer the pre-authorization protocal into the following generic representation as shown 

in Fig. 7, and further idealize in the same Figure. We omit all the unnecessary steps and pay 

close attention to the messages exchanged between U and PEP, then, verify whether both of 

them can assure that they share the same fresh session key UPK .  

The main notations we used are shown in Table 1, and other notations follow those 

presented in BAN logic [9]. In order to verify the pre-authorization protocal, we first make 

some assumptions shown in Fig. 8. Specially, in Fig. 8, notation “ ‘ ” means belief, “ ♯” 
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means generation. 

Next, we would like to interpret the meaning of these assumptions in Fig. 8. (1) and (2) 

indicate that both U and PEP believe PEP owns a public key 
PEPPubK . (3) and (4) state that U 

and PEP generate two fresh nunces 
Ur  and 

Pr , so, assure their freshness. (5)-(8) are related to 

the authorized credentials shared between U and PEP. 

: ( , )
PEP

j

PubK UU PEP Enc r CMessage 1 :

Message 2 : : , ( ( , , ), )
UP

i n

P K U PPEP U r En H r C C r

Message 3 : : , ( )
UPP KU PEP r En message

Session key : ( ( , , ), , ,0)i n

UP U P UK H H r C C r r

Our protocol generic representation:

Idealized protocol representation:

: ( , )
j

PEP

C

PubK UU PEP Enc r U PEPMessage 1 :

Message 2 : : ( , , )
j

UP

UP

C K

K UPEP U En r U PEP U PEP 

Message 3 : : ( )UP

UP

K

KU PEP En U PEP 
 

Fig. 7. Generic and idealized representation of the pre-authorization protocal 

(1) PEPPubK
U PEP PEP

(2) PEPPubK
PEP U PEP

( )(4) PP P U rE ♯

((3) )UU PE rP ♯

(5)
jC

U U PEP

(6)
jC

PEP U PEP

(7)
jC

U PEP U PEP

(8)
jC

PEP U U PEP

(9) UPK
U PEP U PEP

(10) UPK
PEP U PEP

((11) | )UPK
PEP U U PEP

 

Fig. 8. Assumptions of formal verification 

When j=n, the authentication server PDP can easily verify the integrity and authenticity of 
nC  though the attached signature, therefore, it can believe that nC  is the secret shared between 

U  and itself although has no information about who U is. When j n , PDP keeps the same 

belief due to the one-wayness property of the hash chain. In Step A4, the 
iM  iC , and token 

values, after verification, are stored in PDP. Then, 
iM  is marked non-fresh to prevent abuse 

attack, so, it can ensure that iC  is freshness. Furthermore, each ( )jC j n is freshness because 

of each of which used only once. The formal verification on above beliefs about the hash chain 

could be found in [41]. Assumption (9) means that U  believes PEP can control right 
UPK  

because UPK  depends on a nonce Pr  generated by PEP, another nonce Ur  and share secret iC  

sent by itself. (10) and (11) hold because PEP constructs the fresh session key UPK  with a 

shared secret between U and PEP. The detailed verification process is shown in Fig. 9, and the 

interpretation of each verification step is omitted here because of space limitaions. Equations 

(16), (17), (19), and (24) together accomplish the verification process.  
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6. Analysis of our PRIAM Scheme 

6.1 Security Requirement analysis of our PRIAM 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme possesses many outstanding security-related properties as 

analyzed below. 

6.1.1 Multi-tenant identity management 

According to the property of the blind signature, the registration phase and the token 

withdrawal phase, our PRIAM is able to well protect U’s identity privacy information. PDP or 

CSP only obtains U’s service type SID to grant suitable access permissions to U, who is able to 

achieve anonymous authentication by blind signature without disclosing any other identity and 

context information. Moreover, all the accessing service data traffic transmitted between U 

and CSP is protected by the shared session key, so these data containing U’s privacy 

information is also well protected against any other unauthorized part.   

In our proposed PRIAM scheme, U only needs to register once for obtaining the credentials 

without registration every time when access request is needed. Furthermore, our proposed 

PRIAM scheme is able to adopt Chen et al. scheme [16] to implement secure interoperation 

among different RS located in different circles of trust. This SSO and interoperation function 

can effectively improve the efficiency and flexibility of our identity management. 

Verification process:

: ( , )
j

PEP

C

PubK UU PEP Enc r U PEPMessage 1 :

Message 2 : : ( , , )
j

UP

UP

C K

K UPEP U En r U PEP U PEP 

Message 3 : : ( )UP

UP

K

KU PEP En U PEP 

((12) , )
jC

UPEP U Pr EP

(13) ( , , )
j

UP

UP

C K

K UU En r U PEP U PEP

(14) | ( , , )
j

UP
C K

UU PEP r U PEP U PEP

(15) ( , , )
j

UP
C K

UU PEP r U PEP U PEP

(16) UPK
U PEP U PEP

(17) UPK
U U PEP

(18) ( )UP

UP

K

KPEP En U PEP

(19) UPK
PEP U PEP

(20) )UPK
PEP U PEP♯(

((21) | )UPK
PEP U U PEP

(22) UPK
PEP U U PEP

//(2), seeing rule

//(5),(13), Message-meaning rule

//(3),(14), Nonce-verification rule and 

//(10)

//(11)

//(18),(19), Message-meaning rule

Freshness rule

//(20),(21), Nonce-verification rule 
 

Fig. 9. Formal verification of the pre-authorization protocol   

6.1.2 Outsoursing data security and mutual authentication 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is able to achieve mutual authentication between U and PDP to 

implement outsourcing data security. Firstly, U’s credential is acquired from a blind signature 

of RS, which is a trusted server, so PDP can verify the validity of U’s credential and know that 

U is indeed legal and authorized. However, CSP cannot obtain any useful information about 

U’s identity even if gets the access request from the authorized U. 
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Furthermore, as shown in Fig.5, in step A1, U encrypts one’s certificate iC  and a fresh 

nonce 
Ur  with the public key of PDP for authentication. Finally, in step A6, U obtains and 

decrypts 
3c  which the corresponding plaintext should contain a hash value of iC  and the fresh 

nonce 
Ur . Therefore, U can verify the identity of PDP through confirm iC  and 

Ur . Our system 

security model assumes that ( )Enc x  function is an IND-CPA secure and ( )H x  is a 

collision-resistant hash function, so we can make sure that U can authenticate PDP 

successfully. 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is also able to achieve authenticated key agreement between 

U and PEP, with implicit key authentication. 

6.1.3 Service-level Agreements 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme supports SLA to implement effective and efficient service level 

management and on-demand access control. If the meaning and scope of service types are 

carefully defined, cloud services are able to be well classified into many kinds of levels in 

cloud services. Each service level requires a corresponding attribute set of U. The attribute 

extractor in PDP can extract attributes from the access request message, and then, the attribute 

mapper maps these attributes to appropriate cloud service level for U to select. 

6.1.4 On-demand Access Control 

Our proposed PRIAM scheme is able to implement on-demand access control in the on- 

demand access phase. The authorized credentials of different service types are signed by 

different private keys, which supports fine-grained access control. Meanwhile, the attribute 

mapper is able to well map attribute set to a scope of service levels. The combinational usage 

of several authorized credentials at the same time and SLA can further improve the ability to 

enable higher level on-demand service access control [6]. This will also improve the flexibility 

and scalability of our proposed PRIAM scheme. 

6.1.5 Unlinkability 

As can be seem from the literature [31] [42], unlinkability means that for both insiders and 

outsiders, neither of them could link any session to a specific tenant, and neither of them could 

link two different sessions to the same tenant. Our proposed PRIAM scheme is able to achieve 

unlinkability based on the following reasons.  

On one hand, for the insiders, PDP or CSP is able to link up n sessions in the same 

credential chain to the same tenant because of using the hash chain, where n is the length of the 

hash chain. Furthermore, our scheme also adopts the blind signature to prevent PDP or CSP 

linking to a particular tenant because of it protected by the random fresh nonces. Moreover, 

there is no relationship among different hash chains and credential chains so that PDP or CSP 

could not aggregate any useful information from the inter-hash chains or inter-credential 

chains to link to a particular tenant.  

On the other hand, for the outsiders, the tenant’s authorized credential is always combined 

with a random fresh nonce and transmitted in ciphertext form. Thus any outsiders cannot link a 

session to a particular tenant, and no one could be associate with two or more sessions to the 

same tenant. Therefore, the unlinkability can achieve in our proposed PRIAM scheme. 

6.1.6 Data Transmission Protection 

The tenant pre-authorization phase in our proposed PRIAM, in step A5, two fresh session keys 
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are choosed for protecting the transmission data traffics of cloud services between U and CSP. 

Therefore, the integrity and confidentiality of service data can be guaranteed based on the 

encrpytion tachniques. 

6.1.7 Accounting 

In our proposed PRIAM scheme, the tenant’s credential is authorized by RS only when U is 

correct register and RS validates the certificate of U. Both the unique receipt 
iM  and one-time 

usage property of the authorized credentials stop the double spending of tokens and provide a 

well accounting capability. PDP saves an “eligible paid tenants list” and records the pair of 

paid tenants and their corresponding receipts after U correctly paid for the requested cloud 

services by using the token, it also help to prevent the double spending of the token and further 

provided accountability. 

6.1.8 Scalability 

In the PRIAM scheme, there are lots of PDPs, PEPs, and many kinds of CSPs distributed in 

our system. The tenants may choose a nearby PEP to send the access request messages. Our 

system allows many PEPs or PDPs to join in or exit. Compared with the existing schemes, one 

tenant in the PRIAM can acquire credentials of different cloud service types from different 

CSPs through one PDP once, which is according to the actual situation in cloud services. It is 

very useful and convenient for the tenants. Even CSP also can join in or exit the system freely 

in the PRIAM scheme. 

6.1.9 Formally Verification 

In section 5, we formally verified the correctness of our proposed PRIAM scheme by using the 

BAN logic. Therefore, PRIAM scheme is secure, and is able to resist against active and 

passive attacks in cryptosystem.  

Compared with existing similar schemes in the literatures, our proposed PRIAM satisfies 

more properties and desirable requirements. Table 2 demonstrates the comparison results in 

terms of the security-related requirements aforementioned. The advantages of our proposed 

scheme are shown clearly. 

Table 2. Security requirement features comparisons 

Security properties PRIAM [35] [5] [33] [16] [31] 

Multi-tenant identity privacy √ √ √ Partial Yes √ √ 

Mutual authentication √ √ Delegation √ × √ 

Service-level agreement √ × × × × × 

On-demand access control √ Distributed × × × × 

Tenant privacy preserving √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Unlinkability √ × √ √ × √ 

Outsoursing data security √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Accounting √ √ √ √ × √ 

Scalability √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Formally verification √ × × × × √ 

Note: The basic scheme in [33] is considered in the above table, “√” means satisfying the property. 
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6.2 Performance Analysis of the PRIAM 

6.2.1 Key Management Overhead 

The key management cost in our proposed PRIAM scheme is optimistic. RS needs to manage 

one certificate per tenant and the corresponding tenant’s attributes. Our scheme is 

compatibility with role, and RS has the delegation property. We assume that one certificate is 

issued for a role represented a group of tenants, thus the number of certificates can be 

significantly reduced. Each time a tenant attempts to purchase a token and access a cloud 

service, the tenant should only know and manage the public key of SID, PEP and PDP. But in 

[33], it does not need any public key of SID and thus it does not provide any on-demand access 

service for every kind of services. 

6.2.2 Storage Overhead 

In our proposed PRIAM scheme, AS only needs to store very little key information, it is 

usually offline and works only when a dispute happens, and is similar to the TTP in [33]. RS is 

responsible for the tenant registration phase. Neither AS nor RS stores privacy information 

about the tenants. PDP stores two values ,i nC C   for each active credential chain and one 
iC  for each used but unexpired chain, which is the same overhead as SP in [31]. PEP doesn’t 

require to store long-term tenant information, only maintains two session keys in each session. 

U should maintain three fresh nonces for registration, purchase token, and pre-authorization 

phase, and two session keys in each ongoing session. Our scheme employs hash chain to 

obtain credential chain which can get a tradeoff of the computation and storage cost. 

6.2.3 Communication Overhead 

Communication overhead is mainly produced in the tenant pre-authorization phase, where 

there are two rounds of interactions to achieve the mutual authentication and establish the 

shared session key between U and PDP. The communication overhead of our scheme is 

equivalent to existing schemes [31] [33], which also requires two rounds to achieve our goal. 

Note that two rounds is the minimal number to establish mutual authentication. The 

requirements analysis discussion shows our scheme satisfies more security-related 

requirements, meanwhile, it does not bring more overheads. Therefore, our proposed PRIAM 

scheme is extremely lightweight and more efficient in the sense of running overhead. 

6.2.4 Computation Overhead 

Computation overhead is also mainly produced in the tenant pre-authorization phase, where 

the tenant operates two public key encryption and one symmetric encryption per session in the 

mutual authentication phase, all remaining operations are three nonces and two hash values. 

PEP needs to calculate one public key decryption, one nonce, one symmetric cryptographic, 

and two hash values. PDP requires to perform one public key decryption and one hash 

operation. The tenant pre-authorization phase requires no additional exponential computation. 

We compare the computation overheads of our proposed PRIAM scheme with existing 

schemes  [31] [33] in Table 3. 

Table 3. A comparison of the computation overheads 

 Entity 
Pub. 

Key 

Sig. 

Verify. 

Nonce 

Gen. 

Hash 

Oper. 

Symmet. 

Key 
Expon. 

PRIAM 
U 2 0 3 2 1 0 

PEP 0 0 1 2 1 0 
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PDP 1 1 0 1 0 0 

[33] 

U 1 0 1 3 1 0 

AP 0 0 0 2 1 0 

SP 1 1 1 1 0 0 

[31] 

U 1 0 1 2 3 2 

AP 0 0 1 2 3 0 

SP 1 1/n 0 0 0 1 

Note: The basic scheme in [33] is considered in the above table. 

7. Conclusion 

Identity privacy and access control are regarded as two of the top seven security challenges in 

cloud computing. In this paper, we proposed a privacy preserving identity and access 

management (PRIAM) scheme for the cloud computing. Our proposed PRIAM scheme 

combines the blind signature with hash chain technology to establish the tenant’s credentials, 

tokens, and pre-authorization, leverages the service level agreement to implement on-demand 

access control for both the tenants and CSPs, and employs the BAN logic to formally verify 

the correctness of the proposed protocols. 

The outstanding advantages of our proposed PRIAM scheme are as follows: ① simplicity 

of concepts, operations, and implementations, ② satisfying all the desirable security-related 

requirements, and ③ acceptable overall overheads. Therefore, we believe that our proposed 

PRIAM scheme is well suitable for cloud computing. As part of future work, we would design 

more efficient pre-authorization protocol, and combine multi-level security to construct 

fine-grained on-demand access control model in cloud computing. 
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